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  Maritime Events Calendar

november '18

 5-8 iranimex 2018 (kish international exhibition center, 
hormozgan, kish, ir)

 7-10 indo marine expo & Forum ( prJ kemayoran (gambir expo), 
Jakarta, id)

 16 maritime breakfast forum #139 (department of 
transportation (dotr)

 18-20 paciFic marine expo (centurylink Field, seattle, us)

 21-23 eastern indonesia international shipbuilding oFFshore 
marine equipment machinery and service exhibition 

(grand city mall & convex surabaya, surabaya, id)

 20-22 iran international maritime & oFFshore technologies 
exhibition (kish international exhibition centre, kish, ir)

 22-23 lng & lpg shipping ship/shore interFace conFerence (ilec 
conFerence centre, london, gb)

 27-29     20th intermodal aFrica 2018 (mövenpick ambassador 
hotel accra, gh)

 28-30 international workboat show (morial convention 
center, new orleans, la, usa)

december '18

 5-7 inmex china 2018 (poly world trade center, haizhu 
district, guangzhou, cn)

 13-15 shipping & logistics india (chennai trade centre, 
chennai, in)

januarY '19

 4 guJarat Junction (radisson hotel kandla, 
gandhidham,  in)

 17-20 kreuzFahrt & schiFFsreisen (messe stuttgart, 
stuttgart, de)

 18 maritime breakfast forum #140 (department of 
foreign affairs (dfa)

29-30 naval training and simulation (london, gb)

februarY '19

 18-21 maritime reconnaissance & survey technology (rome, it)

 7 maritime breakfast forum #141 (cebu ports  
authoritY (cpa), cebu)

 12-14 world maritime week (bilbao exhibition centre, 
barakaldo, sp)

 20-21 philippine ports & shipping (makati, ph)

 26-27 greentech in shipping global Forum (hamburg, de)

 27 maritime breakfast forum #142 (philippine ports 
authoritY (ppa), port area, manila)

march '19

 13-14 logistic summit & expo (centro citibanamex, mexico city, 
mexico, mx)

 20-21 intermodal aFrica (sarova whitesands beach resort, 
mombasa,  ke)

18 maritime breakfast forum #143 (maap, kamaYa point, 
marivles, bataan)

 26-28 navexpo international (port de lorient la base, 
lorient,  Fr)

 27-29 inmex vietnam (saigon exhibition and convention center, 
ho chi minh, vn)

april '19

 5-7 marine diving Fair (sunshine city convention center, 
tokyo, Jp)

 9-11 sea asia '19 (marina bay sands, singapore, sg)

 16-17 chemlogistics india (mumbai exhibition centre, mumbai, in)

1-5 lng'19 shanghai (shanghai world expo and convention 
center, shanghai, cn)

4-5 mid atlantic repair & supply summit (alFredo klaus 
auditorium, las palmas port, es)

19 maritime breakfast forum #144 (maritime industrY 
authoritY (marina)

maY '19

 23-25 imabari maritime Fair (texport imabari, imabari,  Jp)

17 maritime breakfast forum #14 (philippine navY 
headquarters (pnhq)

june '19

 4-7 nor-shipping (lillestrøm, no)

 18-20 philmarine '19 (smx convention center, sm mall oF asia, 
pasay city)

 25-27 electric & hybrid marine world expo conFerence (rai 
amsterdam, amsterdam, nl)

september '19

 18-21 marinetec indeonesia (Jakarta international expo, 
Jakarta, id)

october '19

 23-25 oil and gas vietnam (pullman vung tau, vung tau, vn)
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Lingayen Gulf: A Glimpse of  
Maritime History

by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP (Ret)

lingayen gulf, where the famous hundred islands national park 
lies, is one of the nation’s historical bodies of water.  it not only 
provides a source of livelihood, from fishing to tourism to the 

coastal cities and municipalities of pangasinan province but also an 
ideal venue for naval exercises including amphibious landings. lingayen 
town is the provincial capital and lends its name to the gulf. the word 
“lingayen” literally means “to look back” at an eye catching object which 
in the olden times was a tall, corpulent tamarind tree at the community 
center of the “encomienda” later named lingayen.

two historical footnotes link with lingayen gulf. the first was during 
the spanish regime when the notorious chinese pirate limahong 
established his own kingdom in 1574 in the province with his govern-
ance center situated at some distance downstream the agno river. 
uncomfortable with the intruder, the spanish ruler in manila sent the 
spanish navy, along with hundreds of native troops, to capture and 
dislodge the pirate in 1575. the spanish 
navy succeeded in its mission to dislodge 
but failed to capture limahong, who 
escaped to china, thereby effectively 
removing a significant threat to the 
colony’s physical territory, trade, and 
commerce in northern luzon. that specific 
location at the western part of lingayen 
town is now officially marked as “Limahong 
Channel” and visitors flock the place to see 
a glimpse of maritime history.

the second was in the wwii when 
Japan’s 14th army led by lieutenant 
general masaharu homma landed in the 
eastern part of the gulf particularly in the coastlines of la union’s towns 
of agoo, caba, and bauang on 22-december-1941. the Japanese then 
marched towards bataan and manila to drive away the american and 
Filipino defenders and establish control of the country. three years later, 
the american liberating forces, with australian allies, as part of vice admiral 
jesse oldendolf’s task group 77.2 landed at the gulf’s center beaches in 
pangasinan from sual to san Fabian on 9-January-1945. general douglas 
macarthur joined the troops in lingayen and dagupan city a few days 
later and thereafter led the troops to liberate manila. lingayen gulf 
became the major military staging point during the liberation with over 
200,000 american soldiers setting foot on its beaches. macarthur had his 
sentimental journey to lingayen and dagupan in 1961.

the years after the war up to early 1990s became a period of environ-
mental abuse. over-fishing, siltation from savaged watershed, and poor 
land and water use ravaged the gulf. Fishermen using dynamite and other 
toxic substances destroyed precious corrals and reefs while notorious land 
dwellers denuded the watershed including mangrove areas. local govern-
ment officials and law enforcers failed to institute measures to regulate the 
use of land and water resulting in environmental degradation that contrib-
uted to the pollution of the gulf. these man-made activities in the gulf and 
in some coastal nations in the region became prevalent, prompting the 
asean and the usa with the international center for living aquatic 
resources management (iclarm) as the lead organization to embark on 
coastal resource management (crm) project in early 1990s.

the gulf is one of the chosen areas under this crm project. the goals 
of this project are: increase awareness of the importance of crm policies 
including the strengthening coastal resource management capabili-
ties; analyze, document and spread out information on trends in crm; 
provide technical solutions to resource-use conflicts; and promote insti-
tutional arrangements for multi-sectoral planning to improve coastal 
resource development.  in 1992, the neda and the philippine council 
for aquatic and marine research and development formulated the 
lingayen gulf coastal area management plan. this led to the issu-
ance in 1993 of proclamation no. 156 declaring lingayen gulf as an 
environmentally critical area (eca).

to facilitate the implementation of the 1992 plan, the president 
created in 1994 a presidential commission through executive order no. 
171. the denr secretary chaired the commission with the secretaries of 
agriculture, interior and local government, tourism, national defense, 

neda secretary general, presidential 
management staff, governors of 
pangasinan and la union, regional 
development council chairperson, and 
town mayors of municipalities along 
the gulf as members. also included are 
consultants from the private, business, 
agricultural, and religious sectors and 
ngos. in the same year, the president 
institutionalized the “National Marine 
Policy” to focus on marine-based 
industry development.

the lingayen gulf coastal area 
management commission’s principal 

task is to formulate a 10-year master plan and a 20-year integrated 
master plan affecting lingayen gulf’s preservation, use and sustain-
ability. the local government executives perform the difficult tasks on 
the ground in respect of lingayen gulf as an eca.

already, several accomplishments have been noted since the 
management plan has come out. to highlight the significance of the gulf 
the provincial government in 1995 constructed a museum in an open 
space at the back of the capitol building and improved the public beach 
infrastructure. a concrete pavement known as the “Baywalk” along the 
beach from lingayen to neighboring binmaley town serves both the 
motorists, beachgoers and health enthusiasts. with the concerted efforts 
of governor amado espino jr and representative leopoldo bataoil, the 
baywalk, started in 2013, will further extend eastward to dagupan city.

representative bataoil complemented infrastructure building 
and tourism efforts with the planting of ilang-ilang trees in some 
denuded areas in his congressional district. as chair of house 
committee on veterans and affairs and welfare, bataoil constantly 
engages the wwii veterans in pangasinan who as guerillas helped 
macarthur’s landing in lingayen gulf. paying tribute to those freedom 
fighters during the awarding of wwii gold medals mid-november 
2018, the congressman committed to restore the historical value of 
lingayen gulf, and in doing so, increase tourism, and make it sustain-
able for the future generations.   

Photo Credit: Looloo Insights
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The BOL: We Got Our Indigenous 
History all wrong

by Commodore Carlos L Agustin AFP (Ret)

when spokesmen of the office of the presidential 
assistant on the peace process (opapp) earlier 
talked about the peace process with the milf, they 

often went into a lecture on philippine history, and repeat what our 
islamic brethren have always claimed and like to hear: christian Fili-
pinos have continuously been exploiting them together with other 
indigenous tribes.

Other indigenous tribes?

many of us have gotten used to the reference to muslim Filipinos, 
that they are “indigenous" and entitled to the rights under the 
indigenous people’s rights act (ipra), although it is far from the 
truth. in reality, the ipra has properly defined this.

arroyo administration

a recent glaring error was during the gloria macapagal-
arroyo administration, when her government negotiated, 
with malaysian “assistance,” the memorandum of agreement 
on the ancestral domain (moa-ad) virtually recognizing as 
ancestral domain of the muslims almost all of mindanao, the sulu 
archipelago and palawan province.

this idea was conceived as a result of negotiating with the 
milF under dubious circumstances in malaysia, with malaysians 
closely advising the milF panel, and malaysia supporting the 
effort. last year’s investigations in malaysia with regard to missing 
funds under the office of the prime minister revealed large sums 
of money related to such.

of course, malaysia’s covert role within its overt presence in the 
peace process is quite known, and its problems with the sultanate of 
sulu is the primary reason.

a united nations – international organization on 
migration (un-iom) mission to study the land distribution 
problem in mindanao wrongly used the framework agreement 
on the bangsamoro (fab) as something “given” although such 
“Agreement” together with the moa-ad, was deemed constitu-
tionally questionable. its report showed that the status has the 
same general nature as those in other parts of the country: poor 
people getting, or complaining about “getting the raw end of 
the deal.” its report, in fact even gives recommendations for the 
so-called transition commission under the fab to address.

let us look at the philippines (before it got that name), say in the 

T’boli Tribe of Lake Sebu, Mindanao. Photo credit: The Seeker’s Choice
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years before the arrival of the arab missionaries that brought islam to 
indonesia, malaysia and the southern part of the philippine archipelago.

there were many philippine tribes scattered all over the archi-
pelago. the islands were peopled by pacific islanders, followed 
by indonesians particularly at the height of the power of the 
majapahit empire, which reached the southern philippines 
before it ended during the islamization of indonesia. early 
british and american scholars classified the Filipino people as 
part of the malay race, but perhaps better classed as indo-
malays descriptive of the people that eventually populated 
indonesia, the malay peninsula, borneo and the philippines. 
these are the only people in asia (from north africa and the 
caucasus to Japan) whose languages are not written in sanskrit, 
characters or symbols.

the real indigenous filipinos, are all the tribes from the 
batanes islands to the sulu archipelago prior to the arrival of 
foreign influence.

it is known that conversion to islam started with the people 
of tawi-tawi, then spread to mainland mindanao and even up 
to southern luzon. thus, since we define indigenous peoples 
as those unaffected by foreign culture, even early muslim 
Filipinos were already non-indigenous, compared to the 
northern tribes, who were still unaffected by an alien culture and 
religion; the other tribes from luzon and the visayas at that time 
would therefore be classed together with the true indigenous 
peoples of today.

so how did the common terminology get confused? i used the 
term “common” because the real indigenous tribes are better covered 
in scholarly references.

when the spanish “discovered” and named the islands as 
Filipinas, the process of conversion to christianity began. the indig-
enous tribes were easy to convert and conquer through conversion, 
despite the early demise of Ferdinand magellan, who was slain by 
the cebuano tribe in the battle of mactan. once christianized, 
the tribes were considered mainstream, and subsequent scholars 
grouped the muslims commonly with the other non-christians as 
“indigenous.”

reading a discourse on constitutional policies regarding the 
ancestral domain as applied to indigenous peoples (ips) does 
not imply a concession to what has become the current concept 
as developed under the past administrations, particularly with 
respect to the moa-ad of the arroyo administration, which has 
been ruled as unconstitutional by the supreme court.

the 1986 constitution institutionalized the commitment of 
the marcos presidency that was made in the tripoli agreement 
of 1976: it called for the creation of two autonomous regions, 
one for the cordilleras and the other for muslim mindanao. 
not merely because they comprised areas where the two libera-
tion movements were active, but because the peaceniks were 
convinced that these were the only means of getting peace 
finally secured.

aquino and duterte administrations

during the administration of benigno simeon aquino 
jr., the negotiation with the milF, still with malaysian involve-
ment, continued and ended with the high profile signing of 
the comprehensive agreement on the bangsamoro (cab) at 
malacañang. this executive agreement became the starting point 
for the bangsamoro basic law (bbl), indeed an unconstitu-
tional reference. the association of generals and flag officers 

(agfo) opposed the bbl. notwithstanding the exchange of 
views with the representatives of the agfo at the office of the 
president in late 2014, the aquino government pursued the bbl, 
but its passage was nevertheless delayed. however, president 
rodrigo duterte contends that the only way to solve the muslim 
insurgency is to proceed with the bbl, and congress went on to 
enact a much watered-down version, renamed the bangsamoro 
organic law (bol). it has been signed into law but opposed by 
some quarters, including the provincial government of sulu just 
this october, 2018.

in a lecture early this year (2018) before the association of generals 
and Flag officers, the philconsa chairman Justice manuel lazaro 
stated clearly that creation of any new bangsamoro region is uncon-
stitutional because section 19 of article X prescribes the manner the 
armm should be created:

Section 19. The first Congress elected under this Constitution 
shall, within eighteen months from the time of organization of 
both Houses, pass the organic acts for the autonomous regions in 
Muslim Mindanao and the Cordilleras.

thus, the only way to effect any change is to amend the existing 
armm law. this also appears to be the same rationale in sulu pleading 
before the supreme court.

we hope that the final resolution of this issue will not result in dire 
consequences for the integrity of the country and the real interest of 
the Filipino people .   
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Induction of New Maritime  
League Members at SMX  

PhilMarine 2018 Conference

 maritime forum maritime history

138th Maritime Forum

the 138th maritime Forum was hosted by denr secretary 
gen roy cimatu, and chaired by maritime league president 
commo carlos l agustin aFp(ret) on 19-october-2018 at 

denr hq, manila. guest speakers dr cora claudio; cdr carter luma-

1st row (top) -  Leoncio D Paz; Bernardo Benedicto; LTG Edilberto P Adan AFP(Ret);  Delfin Supapo; Chryss Alfonsus Damuy;  and Darwin 
Neil Morano. 2nd row – Radm Rafael Mariano AFP(Ret); Arthur Kenneth Sy; Former DILG Sec. Rafaell Alunan III; Joshua Rafael S. Tolin; 
LTJG Christian Chua PN(Res); NSC DDG Vicente M Agdamag AFP(Ret); and Commo Amado A. Sanglay AFP(Ret).

ang, namria,; laguna lake representative Jose salandan; ambassador 
vidal querol (retired pnp director), as well as trustees and members of 
the maritime league were also present .   
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the british-led black sea maritime archaeology project 
(black sea map) claims to have found the world's oldest 
intact wreck, an ancient greek sailing vessel that was 

radiocarbon dated back to 400 bc, making the shipwreck over 
2,400 years old.

the wooden hull is quite well preserved because it had been lying 
below the surface of the black sea about 2 kms deep, where an abnor-
mally oxygen-free water level allows organic material to remain intact 
for thousands of years with almost no decay. its mast, rudder, and 
rowing benches were still clearly visible in almost pristine state consid-
ering it had been lying there for millennia, and the shipwreck was just 
jutting up from the bottom of the black sea.  even the contents of the 
shipwreck’s holdings remain intact.

a team of british and bulgarian researchers found the skeleton of the 
greek trading vessel during an exhaustive survey of 2000 square kms of 
seabed. it is an incredible find. the research team stated that a vessel of 
this age and kind has never been seen before in modern times.

the shipwreck's design bears a remarkable similarity to a ship 
depicted on a famous piece of greek pottery in the british museum, called 
the siren vase, an artifact that shows Odysseus, the hero of homer’s epic 
poem, the odyssey, strapped to the mast of the ship to protect himself 
from the sirens, as his ship and crew pass three mythical sirens with their 
enchanting deadly songs that were believed to lure sailors to their death.

the siren vase dates back to 480 bc, and the shipwreck confirms 
its representation of the naval architecture of that era – single mast 
forward, high forecastle, rowing stations amidship, and a slender, 
upswept stern, with a length of 23 cm or 75 ft. the greek ship was built 
about 100 years after the siren vase was made.

the black sea map project benefited from the capabilities of today's 
maritime technology through the use of an offshore survey vessel. they 
chartered the Stril Explorer, a survey ship that was built for offshore oil 
and gas exploration, and provided an ideal platform for marine archae-
ology. on board are two sophisticated rovs: the "Supporter," equipped 

for high resolution 3d photogrammetry and video, and the "surveyor 
interceptor," which carries a full set of geophysical instruments, with a 
laser scanner and remote controlled deep-water camera systems that 
can provide ultra high-definition images from more than 2 kms deep.

the 3-year expedition began with a different mission at the 
outset, which was to study prehistoric sea level changes in the black 
sea region, but it quickly expanded to include shipwreck hunting, 
with over 60 ancient shipwrecks found so far. their hunt unearthed 
a 17th-century cossack raiding fleet, and roman merchant ships, 
among others.

the black sea map scientific team includes researchers from the 
university of southampton’s centre for maritime archaeology 
that has established a formal partnership with the bulgarian 
institute of archaeology and the bulgarian centre for underwater 
archaeology. partner institutions include södertörn university, 
sweden; university of connecticut; the hellenic centre for marine 
research; and mmt, the firm behind the "surveyor interceptor" rov.

professor john adams, black sea map principal investigator, 
and the university of southampton helped lead the expedition, with 
students from disadvantaged schools observing on board. 

“A ship, surviving intact, from the Classical world, lying in over two 
kms of water, is something I would never have believed possible. This will 
change our understanding of shipbuilding and seafaring in the ancient 
world.” ~ prof. John adams

  

references
 � Romey, Kristin. Ancient Black Sea Shipwreck is Unprecedented Discovery. 

National Geographic. 23-October-2018.
 � Rawlinson, Kevin. World's Oldest Intact Shipwreck Discovered in Black Sea. 
 � The Guardian, 23-October-2018.
 � World's Oldest Intact Wreck Found in the Black Sea. The Maritime Executive. 
 � 23-October-2018.
 � Shipwreck Found in Black Sea is World's Oldest Intact. British Broadcasting 

Corp, (BBC). 23-October-2018.

World's Oldest Shipwreck Found 
Intact in the Black Sea

by Vicky Viray Mendoza

Ancient Greek shipwreck. Photo Credit: Black Sea MAP.

Siren Vase. Photo Credit: Theo.com
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Stella Maris – Star of the Seaa
by Josephine M Viray and Vicky Viray Mendoza

in the roman catholic church, the blessed virgin mary, mother 
of the divine savior, Jesus christ, is stella maris – the star of 
the sea. mary is the daughter of st. anne and st. Joachim. both 

her parents descended from the royal house of david from the land 
of Judah. her father was a shepherd. her name is miryam in hebrew; 
mariam in greek; and maryam in Judeo-aramaic – mar for “drop” and 
yam for “sea.”

in the old aramaic language, stella maris 
meant pilot, leader or guide, someone who could 
navigate through the sea or the desert through 
the position of the stars, and lead people to 
safety. the stars were and are used as a guide 
to safety and to new life. the sea covers all the 
earth and symbolizes all the people of the earth. 
mother mary was therefore identified from the 
very earliest days of the church as the “guiding 
star” to her son for all the people of the earth.

mary is believed to calm raging storms in 
the seas, as well as the storms in our lives. she 
leads us to the right path to Jesus christ, her 
son, and is a ray of hope. thus, mary is regarded 
as the stella maris of fishermen as well as fishers 
of men, and many coastal churches are named 
stella maris.

the sea has always been the most feared 
because of its enormous power to sustain or 
destroy life. people are powerless and insignifi-
cant in the midst of the sea’s rage. yet the sea is 
a constant source of food and nourishment. the 
waters of the sea are therefore a metaphor for 
blessings and perils; beauty and destruction; 
stillness and turbulence.

in the 12th century, st. bernard of clairvaux, 
France (1090 ad-1153 ad), a former benedictine 
monk who formed the cistercian order, wrote 
this prayer: “If the winds of temptation arise; if 
you are driven upon the rocks of tribulation, look 
to the Star, call on Mary. If you are tossed on the 
waves of pride, ambition, of envy, of rivalry, look to 
the Star, call on Mary. Should anger or avarice, or 
fleshly desire violently assail the frail vessel of your 
soul, look to the Star, call upon Mary.” 

in 1221, st. anthony of padua, a portuguese Franciscan Friar (1195 
ad-1231 ad) wrote a similar prayer: “Our Lady, Star of the Sea, we pray 
that You shine upon us when we are buffeted by the raging sea. Guide us 
to harbor, defend our going out with your watchful presence so we may be 
found fit to go out safely from this prison, and come joyfully to unending 
joy.” 

in the 8th century, st. paschasius radbertus of corbie, neustria 
(785 ad-865 ad) wrote this prayer: “mary is the star of the sea to be 
followed on the way to christ, lest we capsize amid the storm-tossed 
waves of the sea.” st. paschasius radbertus was a carolingian theo-
logian, poet, writer and in 844 ad became the benedictine abbot of 

corbie, a monastery in picardy, France founded in 657 by the queen 
regent bathilde. his letter on the assumption of mary was formerly 
attributed to st. jerome of stridon (patrologia latina, 30:122-142), 
a desert Father (367 ad-420 ad) who identified in his writings that 
“mary, mother of god, is the star of the sea.” st. jerome was often 
cited in christological treatises of the middle ages. regarding the 

“real presence” of christ in the eucharist, st. 
paschasius radbertus described it as mary’s 
own flesh which had suffered on the cross, was 
buried, and rose again (de corp. 4.3 and 7.2). 
he had many critics but managed to have great 
influence because in the 11th century, a number 
of passages copied from his work were circu-
lated under the name of st. augustine of hippo.

the roman catholic church commemo-
rates worldwide the feast of stella maris every 
september 27th of the year.

mary, the stella maris, is the venerated 
guide and protector of seafarers. she is the 
patron saint of the apostleship of the sea 
(aos), an official apostolate of the catholic 
order founded in glasgow, scotland.  she is the 
patroness of the netherlands.

the aos has for many years commemo-
rated the feast of stella maris – star of the 
sea, with mass each year on september 27 for 
seafarers. it is a day to pray for all seafarers and 
give thanks for their several; months at sea and 
contribution to global trade. in 2014, aos port 
chaplains in great britain visited 9,951 ships and 
assisted 199,020 seafarers.  a total of 173 masses 
were celebrated on ships. in 2015, archbishop 
of manila, cardinal luis antonio tagle wrote 
a letter of thanks to aos for its continuous spir-
itual support for Filipino seafarers arriving at 
british ports.

“Caring for seafarers is profoundly a Christian 
thing to do” –said archbishop of Westminster 
cardinal vincent nichols in the stella maris 
mass at westminster cathedral in 2016,

“Stella Maris - Star of the Sea- has long 
been the favorite title by which people of the sea have called on Her, in 
whose protection they have always trusted, the Blessed Virgin Mary. Her 
son, Jesus Christ, accompanied His disciples in their vessels, helped them 
in their work and calmed the storms. And so the Church accompanies 
seafarers, caring for the special spiritual needs of those who for various 
reasons live and work in the maritime world.” – Pope John Paul II   

Stella Maris. Photo Credit: Apostleship of the Seas

the trustees of the maritime league and staff of the maritime 
review magazine would like to wish everyone a very merry 
christmas, happy holidays and a happy new year ahead. may you 
be blessed with safe travels, fair winds and following seas.
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Guidelines for Implementing Welfare 
Aspects of the Maritime Labour 

Convention
by Maritime Executive News

the international chamber of shipping (ics) and the inter-
national transport workers’ Federation (itF) have jointly 
released new Guidelines for implementing the Welfare 

Aspects of the maritime labour convention (mlc).

adopted by the international labor organization (ilo) 
in 2006, the mlc aims to ensure comprehensive worldwide 
protection and enforcement of the rights of seafarers and to 
establish a level playing field for ilo member states and ship-
owners committed to providing decent working and living 
conditions for seafarers.

 ics and itf emphasize that a number of countries with highly 
developed arrangements for providing seafarer welfare services 
and facilities are not yet signatories to the mlc, while many 
seafarer supply countries have also not yet developed welfare 
organizations to provide services or facilities for seafarers either 
at home or abroad.

 the new complementary publication is intended to assist 
governments and welfare agencies in drafting their own 
guidelines for implementing the welfare provisions of the 
mlc or in adapting the new guidelines to complement their 
current practices.

 itf general secretary, stephen cotton said,  “Seafarers are 
separated from their families and communities for long periods 
of time and remain on board ships with very limited time ashore. 
They therefore require adequate services at sea and in ports 
where different national, cultural and political experiences can 
create challenges.”

Photo Credit: Maritime Labour Convention (MLC)

the new guidelines, which can be downloaded from the 
ics and itF websites free of charge, are currently being distrib-
uted throughout the global shipping industry via ics national 
shipowners’ associations and itF union affiliates. 

as representatives of shipowners and seafarers respectively, 
ics and itF have previously teamed up to promote initiatives 
of mutual benefit. in 2016, both organizations joined forces to 
publish the international Guidance on Eliminating Shipboard 
Harassment and Bullying, which can also be downloaded 
from the ics and itF websites free of charge.

  

The Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC) is an international agreement 
of the International Labour Organization (ILO), which sets out seafarers’ rights to 
decent conditions of work.  It is sometimes called the seafarers’ Bill of Rights.  It 
applies to all seafarers, including those with jobs in hotel and other passenger 

services on cruise ships and commercial yachts. In 2013 the MLC became binding 
law for 30 countries. As of July 2017, a total of 84 countries had ratified the MLC 

2006, which has resulted in more than 90% of the world’s shipping fleet being 
regulated. For the latest updates please visit the ILO website.

The MLC 2006 sets minimum requirements for nearly every aspect of working 
and living conditions for seafarers including recruitment and placement practices, 

conditions of employment, hours of work and rest, repatriation, annual leave, 
payment of wages, accommodation, recreational facilities, food and catering, 

health protection, occupational safety and health, medical care, onshore welfare 
services and social protection.
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between 2014 and 2016, greenpeace had been tracking 
thailand's rogue fishing vessels, and found that as many as 
76 vessels with thai flags had moved their operations to the 

saya de malha bank area off the coast of east africa to avoid being 
policed on illegal unreported and unregulated (iuu) fishing, and slave 
seafaring. despite all international pressure on thailand, its human 
rights abuses in the fishing industry have been persisting on ships that 
actively fish in remote and unpoliced waters.

slave labor has been rampant on the fishing vessels that sustain 
the seafood industry in thailand. according to the united nations’ 
food and agriculture 
organisation (fao), 
thailand is the world’s 
fourth-largest exporter 
of seafood, after china, 
norway and vietnam. 
helpless migrant workers, 
mainly from myanmar, 
cambodia and laos, and 
very poor thais, are being 
lured onto fishing vessels 
with the assurance of a 
well-paid job, although 
most claim to have never 
received a salary because 
of the exorbitant fees they 
have had to pay up first.

the human rights 
Watch documents 
murders on the high seas, 
forced drug use and beat-
ings, and says migrants are 
being trafficked to work 
on thai boats, prevented 
from changing employers, 
not paid on time, and paid less than the minimum wage. the report 
documents multiple cases of physical abuse and violence against 
workers on boats. the report indicates men who attempt to escape are 
frequently beaten or killed, and the other workers are being forced to 
watch the punishments.

slavery, trafficking, murder and corruption at all levels of the 
thai government are still pervasive in thailand’s billion-dollar fishing 
industry, despite arrests linked to human rights abuses. the thai 
government introduced reforms to clean-up the country’s us$6.5 
billion seafood fishing industry after revelations about seaborne 
forced labor abuses that prompted the european union to warn 
thailand it could face a ban on its seafood. america has placed 
thailand on its “tier 2” watch list, one rung above the worst rating in its 
latest trafficking in persons (tip) report. seafood sellers in australia 
have declared they would not buy seafood from thai suppliers who 
take seafood from slave labor boats, and where other abuses occur.

mongkol sukcharaoenkana, a representative of thailand’s 

national fisheries association, said the industry had used illegal 
labor “in the past” but no longer does. “every problem has been fixed 
by the current government.” but brad adams, asia director at human 
rights watch, urged western governments to keep the pressure on 
thailand, and make sure reforms are not just window-dressing. “no 
one should be fooled by regulations that look good on paper but are 
not properly enforced.”

“in an industry that relies heavily on migrant labor – more 
than 90% of those working in the fishing sector are from neigh-
boring countries, many of them trafficked. it is the government’s 

job to create a frame-
work that protects 
migrant workers both 
on the ground and at 
sea. Yet thailand has 
failed to implement 
a strategy, putting 
millions of workers at 
unnecessary risk,” claims 
migrant rights activist 
andy hall.

drug money is laun-
dered to cover up its illegal 
origins, just as  slave-labor 
seafood is also covered up. 
the captive workers sweat 
it out in unregistered 
“ghost ships.” their catch 
is transferred to a large 
motherboat stationed out 
in the far seas where it is 
mixed with fish from other 
vessels before being off-
loaded at the docks.

“More than 25,000 fishing vessels are legally registered by Thailand. 
Each one should be outfitted with a GPS-powered monitoring system,” 
argues steve trent, the environmental Justice Foundation’s 
director. “For just a couple of thousand dollars a year, an authority 
can monitor the exact locations of boats, which have benefits for both 
fisheries management and ensuring the safety of crews,” trent said. 
“There is absolutely no excuse for a country as developed as Thailand 
not to employ this very basic technology.” 

Fishermen in ranong, thailand say that that reforms, coupled with 
decades of overfishing and ecological destruction that have pushed 
fish stocks to the brink mean fisherfolk are increasingly unable to make 
a living. instead, they are increasingly turning to another line of busi-
ness called people trafficking because right now it is very difficult to 
find fish in the gulf of thailand. a local boat owner told the guardian 
that he knew of 10 boats operating from the same port where he 
works, carrying 12,000 rohingya migrants a month. these migrants, 
he said, are worth around $24m in ransom money .   

  Slavery Persists in  
Thai Fishing Vessels

by Vicky Viray Mendoza

Chronic patterns of forced and trafficked labor.  Photo credit: Ergonassociates.net 
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at the last saFety4sea conference, capt. hans hederström, 
managing director, center for simulator maritime training 
(csmart), discussed steps to create a safety environment in 

shipping. among the most important things, he stressed, “The Captain 
has the role of a leader instead of an operator, willing to delegate and 
coach officers. Combining voyage planning and Bridge Resource Manage-
ment, and effective communication for timely intervention are vital.”

there is no fast track elevator to safety; you will have to take the 
stairs, step by step to increase your safety as we have successfully done 
in carnival corporation during last decade.

in 2008, we started with a traditional bridge organization, meaning that 
a master was giving out his orders, taking all the decisions, dismissing most 
of the time all technology on the ship and the bridge team as well. what we 
discovered was that resources were not optimally utilized. we realized that 
sometimes the bridge team might have thoughts like “i wouldn’t have done it 
that way,” or “he is the master so he must know something i don’t, so i should 
not say anything.” even today, many incidents stem from this lack of interven-
tion. this kind of bridge organization, with the master in front of the bridge 
team, tends to make officers passive by-standers. 
therefore, we had to do something about this 
organization and our suggestion at that time was 
to move into an organizationally-based safety 
management system called Role Based Bridge 
Organization, where we co-ordinate teamwork.

the role based bridge organization is 
totally flexible. the captain appoints who is 
doing what, and in this case, the navigator 
is the watch officer; he is responsible for 
driving the ship in accordance with a very 
detailed plan. he also communicates with 
the co-navigator. the role of the co-navi-
gator is to support and cross-check that the 
navigator is actually following the plan or 
if there are any risks to the navigation and 
maneuvering of the ship. the communica-
tion between navigator and co-navigator is 
absolutely essential.

we have developed a specific communica-
tion technique called “Thinking Aloud” which 
translates to situations where the navigator is thinking aloud; he tells what 
his intention is, the reason for it and what the outcome should be. the navi-
gator and co-navigator are always on the bridge. when risk increases, we add 
a third person, the operations director, a more senior person, who is either 
the staff captain or the captain. the operations director is to monitor, over-
view and supervise or coach the two persons in front of him. the operations 
director does not come up and intervene in the operation unless it is abso-
lutely necessary. a fourth person added in the more complex maneuvers 
like port approach and departures. the fourth person is a junior officer who 
takes the role as administrator with the task to take away distractions from 
the bridge team. he answers phone calls, and looks after alarms in order to 
leave the bridge team undisturbed so it can focus on driving the ship. we also 
have a pilot on board when we enter or leave a port. on the latest ships, there 
is a specific place for the pilot, the monitoring station. the pilot might have 
either direct control of the navigation, or indirect control. the latter means that 

the navigator continues to conn the ship and the pilot will take a more advi-
sory role, similar to the operations director. in addition to this approach, we 
also changed the bridge lay-out with a human-centered design to maximize 
teamwork. the next step is to make a change in voyage planning combined 
with bridge resource management. do not plan in single numbers, plan in 
intervals.

critical areas for safety. in a nuclear plant, they have safe working 
temperatures, followed by abnormal temperatures that are risky, but still 
acceptable. they also have stated “no go areas” where they do not want to go. 
in our organization, we plan our track in a corridor representing the normal 
operational area. the ship can be anywhere in the corridor; we do not need 
to be exactly on the track. between the track corridor and the “no go area,” 
we have a fully navigable area called safety margin, which can be used in 
abnormal situations. this is crucial because the safety margin indicates when 
an officer should speak up if there is a deviation from the track corridor, like 
planned speed. if it is above or below the interval, the co-navigator must 
speak up. as those margins are critical for safety being triggers for interven-
tion, they must be mentioned in the pre-departure briefing.

escalating outcome based intervention 
technique. whenever the ship is leaving the 
corridor without intention, the co-navigator 
should start “probing” the navigator. he could ask 
“what is your intention with regards to the corridor?” 
this is called non-threatening probing. if that is 
not sufficient, go up to “alerting.” he could verbally 
state: “We are 30m outside the corridor.” if the navi-
gator does not do anything about this situation, 
then a challenge with an outcome-based inter-
vention is put in place: “I recommend to alter course 
to port to bring her back into the corridor.”

we do not tell the navigator what to do. 
rather, we tell what we would like to see as an 
outcome. if we tell what the navigator should do, 
we are taking over control of the vessel, which is 
not the purpose. we want the navigator to bring 
the vessel back into the safety corridor. in the 
unlikely event that no corrective action has been 
taken, an emergency step arises where you need 
to state ‘’If you do not alter course now we risk going 

aground.” in this escalated situation, you can now assert “I take control” if you 
are the captain or a higher rank.

onboard follow-up and coaching by the fleet captains are used 
to ensure the training we have provided is put into use onboard. the 
fleet captains visit all vessels annually to safeguard and confirm that 
our officers and vessel operations function according to training. 
it is a very successful program, and the transition into a Role Based 
Organization has been made possible in a relatively short time due to 
the fleet captains coaching on-the-job. they consolidate training and 
assist captains to implement changes in order to verify that work is 
done properly, and mobilize commitment.

  

This is an edited version of Captain Hans Hederström’s presentation during 
the last SAFETY4SEA Conference in Athens in October-2018

Steps to Creating Safety
by Safety4Sea
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Peacetime Records of Submarine Disaster 
other than Predicted Wartime Losses

by Captain Tomas D Baino PN (Ret) Naval Architect

introduction

this article is a product of the research work conducted by 
the author to highlight the list and circumstances behind various 
events of submarine losses that happened during peacetime from 
cy2000 to cy2017.  during this period, it is noted that submarine 
disasters and accidents occurred to navies of countries that are 
considered to have seapower and long experience over several 
decades and centuries on the operation of submarine warfare 
capabilities. these countries would have almost perfected their 
submarine doctrines, crew proficiency training, sustainment and 
maintenance, operation, etc. with almost a complete support 
system in submarine naval sea systems. yet, they suffered the 
unimaginable disaster, loss of life, and very expensive defense 
equipment due to accidents at sea as well as in the drydocking 
facilities while the submarine is undergoing repair of essential 
routine maintenance and systems preservation.

in the last 17 years, there have been about 22 submarine disas-
ters and accidents, which in sum is illustratrative proof of a history 
of repeated failures resulting from accidents. how much more 
during wartime situation?  submarine sea system failures could be 
attributed to poor submarine system design, lack of continuous 
crew proficiency training, outdated doctrine, safety procedures 
not being followed, and the crew becoming callous about 
safety and thus take it for granted. it is alarming that submarine 
operation and maintenance records of various navies with long 
operators of submarine operation show they have not improved 
much after all these years. 

for a navY venturing on submarine Warfare 
capabilitY for the first time

For a navy venturing into submarine warfare capability 
with a severe lack of funds coupled with government budget 
cuts on defense spending, it must consider this a warning of 

an eminent submarine disaster just waiting to happen. disaster 
happens in peacetime, how much more during wartime and 
conflict? the series of unchecked accidents in submarine oper-
ation can instill fear and demoralization to the crew who are 
dedicated to offer their service for the country. a life lost to an 
accident at peacetime is very demoralizing and difficult for the 
crew to comprehend.

facts about recent submarine incidents

2000 - kursk explosion in august 2000, the russian oscar ii-class 
submarine (which was the world's largest class of cruise-missile 
submarines) sank in the barents sea when a leak of hydrogen 
peroxide in the forward torpedo room led to the detonation of a 
torpedo warhead, which in turn triggered the explosion of around 
half a dozen other warheads about two minutes later. the explo-
sion and the flooding by high pressure seawater killed the majority 

USS Greeneville in drydock at Pearl Harbor on 21-February-2001 after 
hitting and sinking Ehime Maru.
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of the kursk submarine's 118 sailors. twenty-three survived in the 
stern of the submarine, but despite an international rescue effort, 
they died several days later either from a flash fire or suffocation 
due to lack of oxygen.

2001 - ehime maru and uss greeneville collision  on 
9-February-2001, the american submarine uss greenville acci-
dentally struck and sank a Japanese high-school fisheries training 
ship, ehime-maru, killing nine of the 35 Japanese aboard, including 
four students, 10 miles (16 km) off the coast of oahu. the collision 
occurred while members of the public were on board the subma-
rine observing an emergency surface drill.

a naval inquiry found that the accident was the result of poorly 
executed sonar sweeps, an ineffective periscope search by the subma-
rine's captain, commander scott waddle, bad communication among 
the crew, and distractions caused by the presence of the 16 civilian 
guests aboard the submarine.

2002 - uss dolphin major flooding and fire in may 2002, the 
u.s. navy research submarine uss dolphin experienced severe 
flooding and fires off the coast of san diego, california. the crew, 
as well as the navy civilian personnel who were rescued by nearby 
naval vessels, abandoned the ship. no one was seriously injured. 
although severely damaged, the boat was towed back to san 
diego for overhaul.

2002 - uss oklahoma city collision with tanker Norman Lady 
on 13-november-2002, uss oklahoma city collided with the leif 
hoegh liquefied natural gas tanker norman lady, east of the strait 
of gibraltar. no one on either vessel was hurt, and there were no 
leaks of oil from fuel tanks and no threat to the environment, but 
the submarine sustained damage to her periscope and sail area, 
and put into la maddalena, sardinia, for repairs. her commanding 
officer, commander richard voter, was relieved of his command 
on 30-november-2002. one other officer and two enlisted crew-
members were also disciplined for dereliction of duty.

2002 - hms Trafalgar in november 2002, the royal navy's 
trafalgar-class submarine, hms trafalgar ran aground close to skye, 
causing £5 million worth of damage to her hull and injuring three 
sailors. it was travelling 50 meters (160 ft) below the surface at more 
than 14 knots (26 km/h) when lieutenant-commander tim green, 
a student in the perisher course for new submarine commanders, 
ordered a course change that took her onto the rocks at Fladda-
chùain, a small but well-charted islet. a report issued in may 2008, 
stated that tracing paper (used to protect navigational charts) had 
obscured vital data during a training exercise. Furthermore, the 
officer in charge of the training exercise had not been tracking 
the submarine's position using all the available equipment. 
commanders robert Fancy and ian mcghie were court martialled 
and reprimanded for the incident. 

2003 - hmas Dechaineux flooding on 12-February-2003, 
hmas dechaineux, a collins-class submarine of the royal 
australian navy (ran) was operating near her maximum safe 
diving depth off the coast of western australia when a seawater 
pipe burst. the high-pressure seawater flooded the lower 
engine room before the hose was sealed off. it was estimated 
that if the inflow had continued for another twenty seconds, 
the weight of the water would have prevented dechaineux from 
returning to the surface. the navy recalled all of the collins-
class submarines to the submarine base hmas stirling after this 
potentially catastrophic event, and after naval engineers were 
unable to find any flaws in the pipes that could have caused the 
burst, they commanded that the maximum safe depth of these 

submarines be reduced.

2003 - ming 361 accident in may 2003, china announced 
that the entire ship's crew (70 people) was killed aboard the 
ming-class submarine 361 due to a mechanical malfunction. 
the accident took place off the coast of liaoning province in 
northeast china. the vessel was recovered and towed to an 
unidentified port. the cause of the accident was identified. when 
the battery was low the submarine surfaced with a vent opening 
for oxygen, which was consumed heavily by the charging diesel 
engines. at this point in time, a sea wave surged, and seawater 
started to gulf into the opening vent that automatically closed 
to prevent flooding. there was no single device on the subma-
rine to detect low oxygen level and the crew suffocated due 
the diesel engines consuming all the oxygen present within the 
submarine. the floating submarine was found by fishermen and 
the navy did not even know one of their submarines was lost. 
they almost claimed it was a foreign submarine. Finally, all the 
navy commanders and fleet commanders were relieved from 
their duties because of the accident.

2003 - k-159 sinking in august 2003, the russian november-class 
submarine k-159 sank in the barents sea. this submarine had been 
decommissioned, and she was being towed away for scrapping. of her 
skeleton crew of ten sailors, nine were killed.

2003 - uss hartford grounding on 25-october-2003, the 
american los angeles-class submarine uss hartford ran aground 
in the harbor of la maddalena, sardinia, in the mediterranean 
sea. this grounding caused about $9 million dollars worth of 
damage to hartford.

2004 - bugaled breizh sinking on 15-january-2004, the fishing 
trawler bugaled breizh sank with all hands for unknown reasons. 
one of the possible scenarios is that an unidentified submarine got 
caught in its net during a nato exercise.

2004 - hmcs chicoutimi fire on 5-october-2004, the canadian 
submarine hmcs chicoutimi suffered from two fires after leaving 
Faslane harbor for halifax harbor. one officer, canadian Forces 
navy lieutenant chris saunders, died the following day while he 
was being flown via helicopter to a hospital in ireland. canadian 
Forces investigators concluded that poor insulation of some 
power cables caused the fires. the following board of enquiry 
found that the fire was caused by a series of events that caused 
electrical arcing at cable joints due to seawater penetration at 
the joints. 

2005 - uss san francisco collision with undersea terrain 
on 8-January-2005, the los angeles-class submarine uss san 
Francisco, while underway and submerged, collided with an 
undersea seamount about 350 miles (560 km) south of guam 
in the marianas islands. one of her sailors, machinist mate 2nd 
class (mm2(ss)) Joseph allen ashley of akron, ohio died from 
the injuries he suffered in the collision. this happened while san 
Francisco was on a high-speed voyage to visit brisbane, australia.

an additional 97 more of her sailors were also injured in this 
accident, including two with dislocated shoulders. the collision 
with the seamount was so severe that san Francisco was nearly 
sunk. accounts from the scene related a desperate struggle 
for positive buoyancy after her forward ballast tanks had been 
ruptured. several news web sites stated that the boat had hit 
an "uncharted sea mount" at a high sped. the captain of the 
submarine, commander kevin mooney, was later relieved of his 
command after an investigation revealed that he had been using 
inadequate methods of ocean voyage planning.
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2005 - as-28 emergency on 5-augut-2005, the russian priz-
class deep-submergence rescue vehicle as-28, while operating 
off the coast of the kamchatka peninsula, became entangled in 
a fishing net, or possibly by cables belonging to an underwater 
antenna assembly, at a depth of 190 meters (600 ft). unable to free 
itself, the submarine was stuck with a depleting air supply.

after a multi-national effort, a royal navy team using a 
scorpio rov was able to free the submarine from the entangle-
ment, allowing it to return to the surface. all seven crewmembers 
were rescued safely.

2005 - uss philadelphia collision with mv Yasa Aysen on 
5-september-2005, uss philadelphia was in the persian gulf 
about 30 nautical miles (60 km) northeast of bahrain when 
she collided with the turkish merchant ship mv yasa aysen. 
no injuries were reported on either vessel. the damage to 
the submarine was described as "superficial." the turkish ship 
suffered minor damage to its hull just above her waterline, but 
the united states coast guard inspected the ship and found her 
to be still seaworthy. the commanding officer of philadelphia, 
commander steve m. oxholm, was relieved of his command 
following this collision.

2006 - daniil moskovsky fire on 6-september-2006, the 
russian victor iii-class submarine daniil moskovsky suffered a 
fire, which resulted in the deaths of two crewmen (a warrant 
officer and a sailor). at the time of the incident, the subma-
rine was anchored off the rybachiy peninsula, on russia's north 
coast near the border with norway. the fire was extinguished 
with no damage to the reactor (which had been scrammed 
as a precaution) and the submarine was towed to a base at 
vidyayevo. the incident was reported as being caused by an 
electrical fire in the vessel's wiring.

2006 - uss minneapolis-Saint Paul incident Four crewmem-
bers were washed overboard from uss minneapolis-saint paul 
by heavy waves on 29-december-2006 in plymouth sound, 
england. this resulted in the deaths of senior chief thomas 
higgins (chief of the boat) and sonar technician 2nd class 
michael holtz. after the preliminary investigation, commander 
edwin ruff received a punitive letter of reprimand, stating that 
the accident was avoidable, and was reassigned to a shore-based 
post in norfolk, virginia.

2007 - uss newport news collision with tanker Mogamigawa 
on 8-January-2007, uss newport news was transiting submerged 
in the straits of hormuz when she hit the Japanese tanker 
mogamigawa. she had been operating as part of carrier strike 
group 8 (csg-8), organized around the aircraft carrier uss dwight 
d. eisenhower and dispatched to the indian ocean to help support 
operations in somalia.

hms tireless on 21-march-2007 two crewmembers of the royal 
navy's trafalgar class submarine, hms tireless were killed in an 
explosion caused by air-purification equipment in the forward 
section of the submarine. the submarine was in service in the arctic 
ocean and had to make an emergency surface through the pack 
ice. a third crewmember who suffered "non life-threatening" inju-
ries was airlifted to a military hospital at elmendorf air Force base 
near anchorage, alaska. according to the royal navy, the accident 
did not affect the ship's nuclear reactor, and the ship sustained only 
superficial damage.

2008 - hms superb on 26-may-2008, the royal navy’s swiftsure-
class submarine, hms superb hit an underwater rock pinnacle in 
the northern red sea, 80 miles (130 km) south of suez, causing 

damage to sonar equipment. the submarine was decommissioned 
slightly earlier than planned as a result of the damage.

russian k-152 nerpa gas leak on 8–november-2008, at least 
20 men died of asphyxiation from a gas leak aboard the russian 
nuclear submarine k-152 nerpa, during trials in the sea of Japan. 
the submarine was leased to the indian navy in 2011 and formally 
commissioned into service as ins chakra in 2012.

2009 - hms vanguard and triomphant collision  the nuclear 
submarines, the royal navy’s hms vanguard and the French 
navy's triomphant, were involved in a collision in february 2009. 
they were operating in the atlantic ocean at the time. no injuries 
or radiation leaks were reported.

2009 - uss hartford and uss new orleans collision uss 
hartford collided with uss new orleans on 20-march-2009 in 
the strait of hormuz. in photo, uss hartford in bahrain a day 
after the collision.

2010 - ins sindhurakshak fire in february 2010, a faulty battery 
valve that leaked hydrogen gas resulted in a fire, which caused an 
explosion in ins sindhurakshak's battery compartment, killing one 
and injuring two sailors.

2010 - ins shankush incident on 30-august-2010, ins 
shankush, a shishumar class submarine of the indian navy 
developed technical difficulties while on a planned exercise off 
mumbai. while effecting repairs, the submarine's maintenance 
team was washed overboard due to rough seas. a 5-officer 
team and sailors led by the submarine's executive officer lt 
cdr Firdaus d moghal, successfully recovered all members of 
the crew. however, the officer himself was washed overboard 
subsequently due to rough seas and sustained heavy injuries on 
his forehead. he was rescued by a helicopter dispatched from 
naval air station ins shikra but succumbed to injuries en route 
to shore.

2010 - hms astute grounding hms astute aground with the emer-
gency tow vessel anglian prince. on 22-october-2010, hms astute 
ran aground on a sand bank off the coast of the isle of skye in scotland.

USS Hartford collided with USS New Orleans on 20-March-2009 in the Strait 
of Hormuz. In photo, USS Hartford in Bahrain a day after the collision.
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2011 - hmcs corner brook grounding hmcs corner brook 
ran aground in nootka sound off the coast of vancouver 
island on 4-june-2011, while conducting soct. minor injuries 
were sustained by two crewmembers and the submarine 
returned to cFb esquimalt after the incident, without escort or 
further incident.  a board of inquiry into the incident deemed 
commanding officer, lieutenant commander paul sutherland, 
had responsibility for safe navigation of the submarine and was 
relieved of his command.

2012 - uss miami arson on 23-may-2012, during a scheduled 
maintenance overhaul, uss miami suffered extensive damage 
from fire, which was later determined to have been part of a 
series of fires started deliberately by a civilian shipyard worker 
who was seeking time off from work. the navy determined it 
would be uneconomical to repair the submarine, and decommis-
sioned and scrapped her instead.

2012 - uss montpelier collision with uss san jacinto uss 
montpelier and the aegis Florida cruiser uss san Jacinto 
collided off the coast of northeastern Florida on 13-october-
2012 during an exercise while the submarine was submerged 
at periscope depth. there were no injuries aboard either ship. 
the initial assessment of damage was that there was a complete 
de-pressurization of the sonar dome aboard san Jacinto. the 
investigation revealed that the principal cause of the collision 
was human error, poor teamwork by montpelier watch team, 
and the commanding officer's failure to follow established 
procedures for submarines operating at periscope depth. the 
investigation revealed contributing factors threaded among the 
various command and control headquarters that provide training 
and operational oversight within Fleet Forces command. 

2013 - ins sindhurakshak explosion and sinking on 
14-august 2013, the indian navy’s ins sindhurakshak kilo-
class type 877ekm submarine sank after explosions caused by 
a fire took place on board when the submarine was berthed 
at mumbai. the fire, followed by a series of ordnance blasts on 
the armed submarine, occurred shortly after midnight. the fire 
was put out within two hours. due to damage from the explo-
sions, the submarine sank at its berth with only a portion visible 
above the water surface. sailors on board reportedly jumped off 
to safety. the vessel was salvaged later and bodies of 18 dead 
personnel were recovered.

due to the explosion, the front section of the submarine was 
twisted, bent and crumpled, and water had entered the 

Forward compartment. and yet another submarine, ins 
sindhuratna, also sustained minor damage when the fire on 
sindhurakshak caused its torpedoes to explode. an enquiry 
into the incident found the cause of the incident to be viola-
tion of standard operating procedures during torpedo loading. 
this resulted in the explosion of two torpedoes during the inci-
dent while the remaining 14 torpedoes disintegrated. official 
sources said it was "highly unlikely" the submarine could be 
returned to service.

2013 - russian k-150 tomsk fire on 16-september-2013, fifteen 
seamen were hospitalized after a fire on the oscar-class k-150 
submarine. the fire started during welding activity, as the sub 
was being repaired at the zvezda shipyard near vladivostok on 
the sea of Japan. the fire was put out after five hours. a federal 
investigative committee said the fire had "caused damage to the 
health of 15 servicemen" and they remained in hospital. it gave no 
details about their condition.

2013 - uss jacksonville collision on 10-january-2013, uss 
Jacksonville struck an unidentified vessel in the persian gulf and lost 
one of its periscopes. the ship's commanding and executive officers 
were relieved for cause following the incident.

2016 - hms ambush collision on 20-july-2016, while surfacing 
on an exercise in the strait of gibraltar, hms ambush collided with a 
merchant ship, sustaining significant damage to the top of her conning 
tower. it was reported that no crewmembers were injured during the 
collision and that the submarine's nuclear reactor section remained 
completely undamaged.

2017 - uc3 nautilus sinking on 11-august-2017, the privately 
owned midget submarine uc3 nautilus suddenly sank.

2017 - ara san juan on 16-november-2017 evening, the 
argentine navy submarine, ara san Juan, and her crew of 44 
were reported missing in the san Jorge gulf region. ships 
and long-range patrol aircraft from several nations, including 
argentina, brazil, chile, uruguay, russia, the united kingdom 
and the united states, were dispatched in a search and rescue 
mission. rescue submersibles and parachute rescuers were 
deployed. on 30-november-2017, hopes of rescuing the crew 
alive were abandoned.

origin and occasional failures of submarine sub 
sYstem

a submarine is constantly exposed to tremendous hydrostatic pres-
sure that tends to compress the hull of the submarine with crushing 
forces at all angles of the submarine sea systems.  it is operated with 
a combination of various units such as the hydraulics, mechanical, 
electronic system, etc., that needs the highest level of maintenance 
with zero defects. a slight failure of one part of the single system or 
sub system can lead to submarine disaster underwater. to avoid and 
prevent this problem, the navy operator of the submarine must have 
a complete and utterly perfect system to sustain a safe operational 
envelope of the submarine.

shortage of funds and budget deficiency due to the high cost of 
life cycle submarine operation and maintenance can affect a navy with 
meager resources. confronted with multiple problems in subsurface 
and air warfare capability, a navy maybe forced later on to abandon 
capabilities that create much problems.

HMS Astute aground with the emergency tow vessel Anglian Prince

 maritime safety maritime safety
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navY abandon capabilities

a coastal navy with previous anti-submarine, mine warfare 
and seal team underwater delivery vehicle were abandoned 
because of obsolescence. weapons, equipment, ordinance were 
shelved and training facilities were padlocked and decommis-
sioned. doctrine and training were also set aside and never 
discussed in school.

recommendations

a navy should avoid hasty preparations in submarine 
warfare capabilities as a necessity for a green water navy.  
however, it should be “done right the first time” through a 
deliberate approach. doctrines and trainings, culture of main-
tenance, operational safety, etc., must be at the forefront with 
long years of proficiency preparation to achieve the highest 
level of maturity.

a navy should start with an affordable training laboratory in 
sub surface warfare. acquisition of shallow water midget attack 
submarine is a cost effective approach to develop skill since the 
level of risk in case of underwater accident can be managed safely 
because the submarine will operate in shallow waters (200 ft.). both 
the italian midget submarine (cosmos) and the english midget 
submarine (piranha class) could be good training equipment as an 
introduction to undersea warfare. 
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PCG Warns 
of Impending Kidnapping  

by ASG
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

on 30-october-2018, the recaap isc piracy reporting 
center warned that a faction of the asg is preparing 
to launch another round of pirate attacks in the waters 

off sabah. according to recaap, the pcg believes that 10 asg 
members are planning to conduct kidnappings in east sabah "at 
any opportune time." 

the asg fighters do not have specific targets but are expected to 
target "buisinessmen or ship's crew of foreign vessels passing through 
these waters." the fighters are using an unmarked blue and white 
motorized launch of malaysian design called a Jungkong. 

recaap reports asg is heavily armed with pistols, rifles, and 
grenade launchers. mariners are strongly advised to exercise vigilance 
when transiting those waters. at the port of zamboanga, the pcg is 
deploying security teams and k9 units to prevent "entry of lawless 
elements," according to lcdr noriel ramos. zamboanga, a seaport, is 
home to the asg.   

Photo Credit: philippineslifestyle.com
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last may, secretary of defense james mattis retitled pacific 
command (pacom), the largest of the six u.s. unified 
combatant command to united states indo-pacific 

command (usindopacom). the area of responsibility remains 
unchanged for the former pacom.  the decision to retitle is in align-
ment with the increasing connectivity between the indian and pacific 
oceans. moreover, the retitling is fitting in the present geostrategic 
environment.  china’s reach has expanded all the way to africa 
with its first overseas base. with china’s naval vessels transiting the 
indian ocean routinely and a growing list of maritime infrastructure 
projects, its interests are no longer limited to the pacific. they now 
span the indian ocean.

china’s redefinition of the regional security environment, and 
shifting it toward the indian ocean would result to three pacific 
“island chains.”  this should grow to include the indian ocean as 
well.  the island chain is 
a geographical security 
concept used to illustrate 
a defensive or offensive 
perimeter by linking islands 
and other larger landmasses 
together. since american 
military planners in the 
1940s identified the initial 
chain as a means to secure 
the soviet union’s and the 
people’s republic of china’s 
maritime approaches, the 
number of existing chains 
has now grown to three. 
john foster dulles is 
attributed with designating 
the islands stretching from 
the kurils (Japanese islands) 
and the ryukyus to taiwan, 
philippines, and indonesia 
as the “first island chain” 
in the 1950s. (vorndick, w. 
n.d.) the “second island 
chain” runs from Japan to indonesia, while the “third island chain” 
extends from severo-kuril’sk islands of sakhalin, russia to new 
zealand in the south pacific.

prospective fourth and fifth island chains in the indian ocean 
could be delineated in a multitude of ways, and the following 
methods are only illustrative, based on their alignment with 
existing u.s. military bases and chinese interests. the “fourth 
island chain” commences in gwadar, hugs the western coasts of 
india and sri lanka, and then passes southward from hambantota, 
through the indian ocean, and passing the u.s. military base, diego 
garcia. the fourth chain signifies the people’s liberation army (pla) 
navy’s ability to not only challenge the american security inter-
ests at diego garcia, but also china’s strategic competitor – india. 
(vorndick, w. n.d.)

Jutting out from the gulf of tadjoura in djibouti, the “fifth island 
chain” passes through the gulf of aden, proceeds east as it outlines 
the horn of africa, and then south along the east coast of africa. this 
reflects the importance of china’s developing commitments and influ-
ence in africa and the western indian ocean, signified by its base at 
doraleh. (vorndick, w. n.d.)

given the background above, usindopacom will serve as 
deterrence and maintain stability in the region with the changing 
geostrategic status quo, now that china has gathered the experi-
ence, learned the requisite lessons, and gained enough know-how 
in its objective for a total hegemony.  it is only a matter of time 
before more chinese bases are built.  Just as u.s. planners retitled 
indo-pacific command to reflect the current geostrategic reali-
ties, usindopacom will strive along with allies and partners to 
enhance stability in the indo-asia-pacific region by promoting 

security cooperation, 
encouraging peaceful 
development, responding 
to contingencies, deter-
ring aggression and, when 
necessary, fighting to win. 
this approach is based 
on partnership, presence 
and military readiness.  
it recognizes the global 
significance of the indo-
asia-pacific region and 
understands that chal-
lenges are best met 
together.

usindopacom's area 
of responsibility (aor) 
encompasses the pacific 
ocean from antarctica at 
92°w, north to 8°n, west 
to 112°w, northwest to 
50°n/142°w, west to 170°e, 
north to 53°n, northeast to 

62°30’n/175°w, north to 64°45’n/175°w, south along the russian 
territorial waters to the people's republic of china, mongolia, the 
democratic people's republic of korea, the republic of korea, and 
Japan; the countries of southeast asia and the southern asian 
landmass to the western border of india; the indian ocean east 
and south of the line from the india/pakistan coastal border west 
to 68°e, south along 68°e to antarctica; australia; new zealand; 
antarctica, and hawaii. (“united states indo-pacific command” n.d.)
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Passenger Ferry Launched in  
Davao to GenSan, Iloilo, and Manila

by DOTr, MARINA and PPA News

on 28-october-2018, the department of transportation 
(dotr) together with the maritime industry authority 
(marina) and the philippine ports authority (ppa) will 

re-open the davao-general santos-iloilo passenger shipping route.

the re-establishment of ferry operations from manila to 
davao and vice versa is expected to address the lack of an acces-
sible route that has been unavailable for a long time. it also aims 
to interconnect luzon to mindanao, bring people closer, give 
passengers more travel options, and lower the prices of goods 
and commodities with the accessibility of freight containers 
between davao to manila.

“Matagal na pong nawala ang Manila-Davao pero sa panahon ni 
Pangulong Duterte bubuksan po ulit natin ‘yan. Currently, the easiest 
way to reach Davao from Manila is through flying and some of our 
people cannot afford that. We want Luzon to be interconnected 
with Mindanao to likewise increase economic activity,” said dotr 
secretary arthur tugade. 

 marine transport marine transport
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2go group inc. will be providing vessels to serve the route and bring 
back the access to affordable, safe, and fast travel to ordinary Filipinos.

president rodrigo duterte will lead the inauguration, 
along with executive secretary salvador medialdea, doF sec. 
carlos dominguez, dotr secretary arthur tugade, dpwh 
sec. mark villar, dbm sec. benjamin diokno, neda sec. 
ernesto pernia, bcda pres. and ceo vince dizon, dot sec. 
bernadette romulo-puyat, minda sec. datu abdul khayr 
dangcan alonto and davao city mayor sarah duterte. they 
will be joined by other key officials from the government and 
the private sector.

in addition, the ppa will also launch the new and improved passenger 
terminal building (ptb) in sasa Wharf in the port of davao. 

the new ptb will house modern amenities such as a pre-departure 
waiting area, screening areas for passengers and baggage, boarding 
gates, and clean comfort rooms. it is now ready to provide a conven-
ient and comfortable experience to port passengers.   
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PAL's Mabuhay Maritime Ferry 
Service to Kalibo-Boracay

by Vicky Viray Mendoza

philippine airlines (pal) is venturing into the maritime sector, 
and will soon launch a ferry service between kalibo and boracay. 
tourists coming from kalibo, aklan will soon have a more plush 

and comfortable option of travel to the world-famous boracay island. 
the concept of the ferry service was disclosed to the media on october 
23, just a few days before boracay is to be reopened to the public on 
october 26. pal has yet to announce a specific date for the start of its 
ferry operations. but jaime bautista, pal president and coo, said the 
ferry service might be launched for operation sometime in december.

in particular, it is the mabuhay maritime express (mme), a 
subsidiary of the philippine airlines (pal) that is launching the kalibo-
boracay ferry service. travel time of only 1.5 hours, down from the usual 
2.5 hours by shuttle and boat, is expected to attract more travelers.

“this is the first time that pal is venturing into maritime busi-
ness,” pal president and coo, jaime bautista, told the philippine news 
agency (pna). bautista said that pal chose kalibo because the kalibo 
international airport is where tourists from china, Japan, and korea 
arrive and depart, compared to the smaller caticlan airport in boracay.

the ferry service will complement existing pal flights, in particular, 
the international flights, to kalibo international airport. “We aim to offer 
travelers a seamless air to sea transfer, taking passengers to their favorite tourist 
destinations as fast and as comfortable as possible," Jaime bautista added.

currently, pal has two catamaran vessels — the mv malambing 
and mv magalang.  the lucio tan group built a private mme jetty 
port, less than 10 minutes away from the kalibo international 
airport. the two 410-seater catamaran vessels will then ferry passen-
gers to cagban jetty port in boracay.

the two catamaran vessels were designed by netherlands-based 
bv scheepswerf damen gorinchem and built by damen shipyards 

in singapore, and were delivered to pal in april this year. pal execu-
tives, including its chairman, lucio tan, tested the two catamarans.

if pal’s ferry service would be successful and “click” with the public, 
pal may add other routes. “We will think about the next routes, if there 
would be any, depending on the demand. Probably we’d have the next 
route in Cebu,” bautista told the pna.

“It took about two years to plan the new offering,” bautista added. 
this is understandable because ferry service is a new sector for pal.

the vessels have 3 seating sections – first class, premium class, and 
regular class. First class and premium class have reclining seats, while 
regular class lets passengers choose group seating arrangements.

there are also several wall outlets for premium and regular 
passengers to use, while first class seats have a special usb port-
charging feature.

aside from the ferry’s modern facilities, pal said quality service 
could be expected from the ferry attendants.

however, the ferry service does not come cheap. round-trip fares 
cost as much as p2,500 for first class, p2,000 for premium class, and 
p1,500 for regular class seats. the fares exclude value-added tax and 
other government fees.
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MV Magalang.  Photo Credit: Ma. Cristina Arayata/PNA
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introduction

a submarine is a hunter killer for as long  as she can main-
tain her stealth. however, when her presence in the immediate 
vicinity of the sea area is detected, then she looses her invincibility 
and the effective use of her weapons is denied. the submarine 
becomes the hunted. the exact coordinates or location of the 
submarine in terms of position, depth, rate of motion, and closest 
point of approach once established, the submarine is then vulner-
able to be neutralized/destroyed by anti-submarine torpedoes 
with a homing sensor target seeker. 

sea environment for submarines

generally, there are two (2) types of submarines, diesel-electric and 
nuclear, that can be deployed safety and effectively in specific sea areas 
where she can avoid detection and make use of the environment to evade 
detection or escape from destruction from anti-submarine weapons 
launched from aircraft, anti-submarine ship, or another submarine hunter. 

 � Littoral Water Zone – are coastal areas affected by: tidal water; 
shallow waters with variable depths; fluctuating density of sea water 
mixed with freshwater; maritime traffic; heavy noise; small hills; and 
corals absorbing a certain percentage of sonar sound propagation, 
which altogether make it difficult for the sonar to locate a submarine 
underwater and conclude deliberate underwater attack on the lurking 

submarine hiding underwater between small hills and corals, because 
the sound echo propagation is scattered.

the main function of sonar is sound propagation and projec-
tion as well as picking-up returning echo. sound travels faster 
underwater, affected by salinity, temperature and depth, all of 
which can be explained by the principles of physics. any change 
of data due to environment factors affects the efficiency and accu-
racy of the sonar.

the diesel-electric submarine is a very quiet submarine that relies on her 
batteries (no moving parts) with all engine, propulsion, generators, and pumps 
shut off and thus can maintain ultra-quiet silence underwater with a negli-
gible acoustic emission. she can maintain a stationary position at the bottom 
of the sea (50 meters below) in ambush position of target approaching her 
zone of influence and torpedo-range unnoticed within a 10 miles radius. the 
diesel-electric submarine is practically a hunter-killer submarine in extremely 
shallow water battle environment with a limited displacement. she relies on 
the target acoustic signature being picked-up by her doppler (passive sonar) 
with the sound propagated from approaching submarine or surface vessel 
active sonar. typically, the diesel-electric submarine is dedicated to destroy 
military targets and merchant marine vessels of high military value.  

 � Blue Open Ocean – a wide and vast area of open ocean, with deep waters 
of 1,800 meters or more. The Nuclear submarine is ideal to operate under-

Submarine Effectiveness and  
Sea Areas of Operations

Design series 3 of 12
by Captain Tomas D Baino PN (Ret), Naval Architect
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water with high speed beyond 20 knots underneath the deep blue ocean 
with unlimited diving depth up to 300 meters or more with safe underwater 
maneuvering space (dependent on the collapsed depth of the hull design). 
Nuclear submarines can operate underwater and at the surface for at least 
25 years without refueling. Only human logistical needs and morale can 
limit its underwater endurance.

the nuclear submarine is a noisy submarine because her seawater 
cooling system continuously operates without shutdown in order to provide 
a cooling system for the nuclear reactor to prevent a meltdown of the nuclear 
system.  70% of heat discharged by the seawater cooling system is released 
to the sea, which leaves a thermal scar at the surface of the sea, easily visible 
to forward looking infrared sensors. noise continuously emanates from the 
pump and the steam can be detected by passive sonar. magnetic signature 
and pressure signature characteristics of the hull’s large displacement are 
other vulnerabilities of this type of submarine.

the nuclear submarine carries at least 16 units of ballistic missiles 
with nuclear warheads (weapons of mass destruction target aimed at the 
center of key cities). it can launch missiles at great distances away from the 
target 7,500 miles or more on other side of the ocean, with a pre-deter-

mined target launch position. this means the nuclear submarine can be at 
the other side of the ocean to destroy a target. it is advantageous to keep 
the nuclear submarine moving because it sucks up large quantities of 

seawater activity for the nuclear reactor. 

sonar sound propagation at sea

sound travels faster in water than in air.  this has some profound 
effect on sonar.  sound travels at 1,500 meters per second in water, 
in a straight path with transmission loss due to spreading and attenua-
tion. sound velocity increases with the increase in temperature, salinity, 
producing refraction; whenever sound passes from one velocity level to 
another, the sound ray path is bended as shown in the surface duct (with 
attenuation due to reflection loss with respect to limited weather range).

tWo tYpes of sonar

there are two types of sound echo navigation and ranging 
(sonar) used in navigation underwater and in target tracking iden-

tification. these are:

1. active sonar – transmits sound for navigation underwater and 
receives the returning echo. the rate of return, location and 
position are plotted and the position of the submarine under-
water is pinpointed by making use of sound.

2. passive sonar – receives but is only dedicated to sound propa-
gated from another sound source. this type of sonar is called 
a doppler.

submarine countermeasures

both diesel-electric and nuclear submarines have the following counter-
measure in order to jam, decoy, noise make, providing signature to divert the path 
of the attacking torpedo sensor away from the location of the target submarine 
being hunted. the prime consideration on this aspect is that the stealth design of 
both submarines should be lesser than the signature being emitted by the coun-
termeasure. if the signature or stealth of both submarines is prominently greater 
than the signal emitted by the counter-measure, it will result in positive attraction 
by the anti-submarine torpedoes to home into the target. 

stealth characteristics 

diesel-electric submarine – silent, small displacement (250 to 4000 
tons average) can remain in stationary position at the bottom of the 
sea between hills and blend with the corals in extremely shallow water. 
sonar finds it difficult to detect, conclude detection, and commit 
deliberate attack on this type of submarine.

Figure 1. Geometry of Diesel Electric Submarine with AIP 

Figure 2. Geometry of Nuclear Submarine 

Figure 3. Submarine Surface Duct 
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nuclear submarine – noisy, large displacement (17,000 tons 
average or more) with high magnetic, acoustic pressure, and infrared 
signature. its means of evading the attacking ordnance are the tiles at 
the outer surface of the hull that absorb signals from attacking torpe-
does, the speed of the submarine to evade being hit, and noise making 
and decoys to lure away the attacking ordnance. 

recommendations

the diesel electric submarine is a very quiet submarine that can maintain 

stealth in extremely shallow water especially in ambush position waiting for 
the target to come closer within the radius of influence. For a navy oper-
ating in green waters, the diesel electric submarine with aip is truly a hunter 
killer in stationary position, capable to conduct search, identify, attack and 
neutralize targets in coastal waters intruding within her eez. 
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Figure 4. Vulnerabilities of Nuclear Submarine in Extremely Shallow 
Water Battle Environment 

Maritime Forum
The League organized the Maritime Breakfast Forum (MBF) series 
in 1995 as a venue for developing plans and programs to discuss 
and resolve issues in the maritime industry. The MBF is attended 
by stakeholders in the maritime sector and resource persons in the 
government and private agencies involved in maritime concerns. 
The MBF is regularly held, without fail, every month except 
December, hosted by different agencies and organizations in the 
maritime industry. Policies and projects presented during the 
forum are published in the Maritime Review for information and 
dissemination to the general public.
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The Port of Cagayan De Oro
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

the port of cagayan de oro is situated in cagayan 
de oro city, the capital of misamis oriental and the 
regional center of northern mindanao. it is located in 

the northern coast of mindanao within macajalar bay, near the 
mouth of the cagayan de oro river. it faces northwest and is 
protected to the east by a stretch of coast running almost due 
north for nearly 30 kilometers. a highway links cagayan de oro 
with iligan, butuan and davao. 

the port of cagayan de oro, an international seaport in 
mindanao, is the most modern outside metro manila. the seabed 
off the port is steep and reaches 1,000 meters deep at the entrance 
of the macajalar bay, which has a wide mouth. anchorage is 
ideal for transnational vessels with a depth of 18 meters, and is 
approximately 400 meters from the shoreline. the depth of safe 
anchorage is 60 fathoms. it has 14 berthing areas with varying 
drafts from 8-13 meters, totaling 954 meters, 1 roro ramp, two 

50-ton weighbridges, 126 reefer outlets, 2 hectares of open 
storage areas, and a 5,500 sqm container freight station. the port 
serves 14 domestic and 4 foreign shipping lines.

the port management office (pmo) of cagayan de oro has 3 
terminal management offices (tmo):  tmo balingoan; tmo 
camiguin; and tmo opol, all of which have roro.

the internet-based port operations and receipting for 
terminals systems (iports), a system developed to convert 
non-computerized ports (ncp) to computerized operations, was 
successfully rolled out at the tmos under the pmo of misamis 
oriental/cagayan de oro (mo/cdo) in october 2018. the iports 
will be rolled out in the base port in 2019.

there are 6 public ports in cagayan de oro, namely: balbagon, 
guinsiliban, medina, molugan, cugman, and kimaya; and 9 
private ports in the pmo, namely: cdo oil co; resin inc.; san 
miguel corp.; cagayan corn products corp.; pryce gases inc.; 

Photo credit: PMO Misamis/Cagayan de Oro.
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holcim philippines; general milling corp.; siddharta holdings co, 
inc.; and minergy power corp.

the port of cagayan de oro is the busiest government port 
in northern mindanao in terms of cargo throughput. dubbed as 
the Global Gateway to Mindanao, its strategic location makes 
it the entry and exit point of goods and passengers for the 
city of cagayan de oro and the provinces of misamis oriental, 
camiguin, agusan, bukidnon, and davao.  in 2017, total cargo 
throughput reached 9.5m mt, of which breakbulk was 2.45m mt, 
dry bulk was 1.755m mt, liquid bulk was 1.648m mt, and contain-
erized cargo was 3.647m mt.

the port of cagayan de oro is classified as a class a general 
cargo port that caters to practically all sorts of goods including 
agricultural products, industrial products, bottled products 
and canned goods, chemicals and petrochemicals. the port is 
part of the central nautical highway under the roro (roll-on 
roll-off ) transport system linking mindanao to cebu, iloilo, 
bacolod, Jagna and tagbilaran in visayas, and manila and 
batangas in luzon.

the port of cagayan de oro is an iso 9001:2008 certified port 
as to the facilitation of vessel entrance and clearance processes. 
it is also recognized by the partnerships in environmental 
management for the seas of east asia (pemsea) for its imple-
mentation of the port safety, health and environmental 
management system (pshems) which covers three standards: iso 
9001:2008 (quality management), iso 14001:2004 (environmental 
management) and ohsas 18001:2007 (occupational safety and 
health). the port is compliant with the international ship and 
port facility security (isps) code.

Former president gloria macapagal-arroyo issued executive 
order 769 on 19 november 2008 declaring and delineating the 
cagayan de oro port Zone under the administrative jurisdic-
tion of the philippine ports authority (ppa). the cagayan de 
oro port Zone has a total area of 364 hectares, composed of a 
land area of about 25 hectares, and sea area of 340 hectares. the 
range of mountains protecting macajalar bay rises to 2,560 meters 
above mean sea level and to the south by the kitanglad moun-
tains up to 2,900 meters high. the cagayan river flows down 
between the kitanglad and mapoto mountains in a steep-sided 
valley, disgorging into the south side of macajalar bay through a 
wide alluvial plain. the headland to the east of the river mouth, 
macabalan point, protects the smaller inner bay. cagayan de oro 
city is established on the east bank of the river.

over the years, the port of cagayan de oro has spurred the 
economic development of northern mindanao. since 2010, the 
philippines has enjoyed a satisfactory performance in terms 
of gdp, with a growth rate in 2017 of 6.7% (world bank), while 
northern mindanao registered 5.9% (philippine information 
agency). this economic upswing is projected to continually go 
up as more road networks and bridges now connect the port 
of cagayan de oro to major cities in mindanao, such as the 
coastal road which offers an alternate link to bukidnon and opol, 
misamis oriental.

the department of transportation (dotr) announced in 
early september this year that the port of cagayan de oro's 
new passenger terminal building is 79% complete. it is sched-
uled to open and be fully operational by december. the port 
of cagayan de oro is set to be the biggest port passenger 
terminal building in the philippines, and is expected to accom-
modate around 3,000 passengers daily.   
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Sea Level Rise and  
The Philippine Beaches

by Cdr Carter Luma-Ang

 ports & harbors marine enVironment

the philippines is endowed with thousands of beautiful 
beaches. except for the cordilleras, there are beach desti-
nations in all regions. coastal attractions can be found 

from the northernmost islands of batanes to the southernmost 
parts of tawi-tawi.

the philippines is one of the favorites of foreign tourists, and 
beaches still remain as their top destination. statistics show that 
the lion’s share of foreign tourists to the philippines come from cold 
climate countries and regions such as china, europe, north america 
and south korea. most of these foreigners visit the beaches than other 
parts of the country.

the university of cambridge report climate change: implications 
for tourism stated that “Coastal tourism is the largest component of the 
global tourism industry, with more than 60% of Europeans opting for 
beach holidays, and the segment accounting for more than 80% of US 
tourism revenues.” 

while beaches attract more tourists than other places, they are also 
more vulnerable to degradation because they are easier subjected to 
erosion or submersion. submersion can happen if the level of the sea 
rises. when sea level rises (slr), the beach becomes narrower as shown 
in the comparison in Figures 1 and 2.

the intergovernmental panel on climate change report 2014 
synthesis report projected that the sea level rise in 2046 may go 
as high as 0.38 meter and in 2100 may go as high 0.82 meters. with 
that amount of slr, will there be philippine beaches that will be 
submerged?

Figure 2. Level of water surface after the sea level rise.

Note. The beach area becomes narrower because part of the original 
beach has submerged.

Figure 1. Current sea level

Figure 3. High water and low water lines of Boracay. 
Note: The darker blue shows the low water and the lighter blue shows the 
high water.

Figure 4. High water and low water lines after SLR.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the comparison of the high and low water 
lines in a portion of boracay before and after slr.

beaches recede as the sea level rises but the slopes in the coasts 
will also vary. thus, the amount of beach erosion is not constant. long 
coasts with high elevation may still maintain a fairly wide area of beach 
after sea level rise. however, the coasts with low elevation might have 
narrower area of beach after sea level rise.

in the case of boracay island, there is a no build zone twenty-five 
(25) meters from the edge of the mean high-water mark measured 
inland and a setback distance of 5 meters from nearest edge of the 
structure. structures are already allowed with some limitations beyond 
this 30-meter easement.

Figure 5 shows the 30-meter (25 + 5) distance from the high water 
where no structures can be built in boracay. Figure 6 shows the situa-
tion after the slr.

Figure 6 shows that even if the structure is built more than 30 meters 
from the existing mean high water line, it will be submerged if the location 
of the structure is below the high water after the slr. the susceptibility 
of a point to submersion is not dependent on its distance from the high 
water line but on its elevation above the water. thus, the 25 + 5 no build 
zone is only effective in maintaining a wide beach area if the outermost 
edge of the no build zone is above the high water after the slr.

Foreign studies have shown that degraded beaches lessen the 
desirability of tourist spots. in philippines, there is no sufficient study 
conducted on the location and number of beaches affected by slr. 
however, if sea level rise happens, the impact is very high considering 
the billions of incomes generated from the beach destinations. the 
question is whether tourists would still flock to our coastal attractions 
like boracay if the beaches will be narrow.

the municipality of malay, aklan which covers the boracay island is 
ahead of other coastal municipalities for implementing a 25 + 5 ease-
ment thru their municipal ordinance no. 2000-131. however, not all 
coastal municipalities have similar ordinance. in many tourist spots, 
structures are already constructed near the high water lines without 
taking into consideration the effect of slr.

currently, pollution is the immediate concern of the philippine 
government as seen in its action in boracay. slr is not yet a major 
issue for beach tourism since it is slow. although the rate of slr 
is not abrupt, the effect is permanent. unlike pollution, it is not 
reversible and cannot be solved by rehabilitation.

boracay alone has attracted millions of foreign tourists. considering 
there are hundreds of beach destinations, the philippines attracts 
hundreds of thousands of foreigners. boracay and many other coastal 
areas consider tourism as their lifeblood. what would happen if the 
white beaches of these destinations disappear because of slr?

in south korea, the most visited beach is haeundae beach located 
in busan. the beach is roughly 1.5 km long with a 30-meter wide sand. 
Just like boracay, people flock to haeundae beach every summer. 

the travel weekly asia (2017) reported that busan is estimated to 
have drawn more than 10 million domestic visitors and 2 million inter-
national tourists in 2016, pulling in a combined 4.1 trillion won (us$3.6 
billion) in tourism revenue. 

between 1990 and 2013, a total of 53,000 cubic meters of sand has 
been dumped in the haeundae beach, equal to 13,000 loads by an 
eight-ton truck. 

if the beaches in the philippines be subjected to submersion, is 
the government willing to spend millions, just like what the korean 
government did in haeundae, to maintain the attractiveness of the 
beaches and sustain the income generated from tourists? 

conclusion

we should learn from the korean experience and tackle the prob-
lems before they get worse. after addressing the pollution in boracay, it 
might be high time that the government also review the existing laws 
on easements in coastal areas. coastal municipalities should review their 
ordinances on no-build zones and consider slr in the drafting their provi-
sions. no-build zones should not only be measured horizontally from the 
high water but the slope of the coast must also be taken into account.

  

About the Author. Commander Carter Luma-ang is currently the Chief of the 
Maritime Affairs Division of the Hydrography Branch of the National Mapping and 

Resource Information Authority (NAMRIA). He earned his Master in National Security 
Administration from the National Defense College of the Philippines (RC-51). 

Figure 5. High water and the no build zone.

Note: Point A is the location of the high water and Point E is the 25+5 
easement.

Figure 6. High water before and after SLR.

Note: Point B is the location of high water after SLR.

"We should learn from the Korean 
experience and tackle the problems 

before they get worse. After addressing 
the pollution in Boracay, it might be 
high time that the Government also 

review the existing laws on easements in 
coastal areas."
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GoodShipping Program  
Achieves First Fossil-Free  
Ocean Freight Transport

by Maersk Press

in the netherlands, the goodshipping program bunkered the 
first batch of biofuels into a container vessel that otherwise 
would have entirely run on fossil fuels. the first 5 pioneering 

cargo shippers to join the program are tony’s chocolonely, dopper, 
blygold, magic marine, and mystic. altogether, they avoided over 
40 tons of co2 emissions and significantly reduced local emissions 
like sulphur, soot and black carbon because the biofuels replaced the 
heavy Fuel oil (hFo) that was being used.

in collaboration with goodshipping’s partners, goodfuels 
marine and samskip, the vegetable oil-bunker operation in september 
in the port of rotterdam was hailed a “great success.” the samskip 
endeavour is a container vessel that carries over 800 containers and 
normally runs on a combination of fossil fuels like hfo and marine 
gas oil (mgo). it was bunkered with 22,000 liters of hydro-treated 
vegetable oil (hvo) made from used cooking oil (uco).

this volume of fuel corresponds with the annual sea freight volume 
of goodshipping’s 5 cargo shippers. the voyage will offset all of their 
carbon emissions from shipping for one year, without requiring them 
to make special arrangements for each shipment. goodfuels marine 
supplies the biofuels, and will replace the equivalent volume of hfo 
in the cargo vessels.

blygold, which provides hvac services, said that this was a 
great way to reduce environmental impact without interfering 
with business operations. "For a company like Blygold, where we 
work with freight forwarders for shipping our sea freight, it has always 
been difficult to minimize the impact of that part of our supply chain. 

GoodShipping makes this possible, with an easy and adaptable solu-
tion," said maarten van der meer, managing director, blygold 
international.

the 5 cargo shippers could claim to have significantly reduced 
local emissions like sulphur oxide (sox), nitrogen oxide (nox), and 
particulate matter (pm). these emissions from vessels in port regions 
lead to over 60,000 premature deaths globally each year, according to 
researchers from the university of delaware.

with this first hvo bunkering, goodshipping shows that 
it is possible for cargo owners to influence the carbon footprint 
of the sea freight in their supply chain. based on the principle of 
mass balance, any company can join the goodshipping program 
and have their sea freight shipped climate-neutral, and as well 
as significantly reduce local emissions. Following the program, 
goodshipping is increasing demand and accelerating r&d in the 
field of marine biofuels.

the goodshipping program works on the premise that, as all 
co2 from container shipping is emitted into the atmosphere, the 
means of mitigating these emissions is equally impactful, regardless 
of which vessels adopt biofuels over traditional bunker fuels – or the 
amount of biofuel that is added to the fuel tank, so long as it offsets 
the co2 costs of transporting the participating shippers’ cargo.

the goodshipping program, whose partners include social 
enterprise nl, dhl and ngos carbon War room and naturr & 
miliu, is urging more companies to join the program ahead of the 
imo’s 0.50% global sulphur cap by 2020 .   

GoodShipping’s first 5 cargo shippers to join the Program.   
Photo Credit: GoodShipping.org

Boxship Samskip Endeavor.    Photo Credit: 247.com
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Global Coral Reefs are in Danger
by Timothy Muelder

 marine enVironment 

oceans cover 70% of the earth's surface area, forming 
the largest habitat on the planet. coastal and 
shallow-water areas contain some of the world's 

most diverse and productive ecosystems, including seagrass 
beds, mangroves, and coral reefs.

the 7000 islands of the philippines are home to an enor-
mous number of coral reef systems that not only contribute 
to global atmosphere health but also to the health of the 
global marine life eco-system as well.

scientists agree that there’s oxygen from ocean plants in 
every breath we take. most of this oxygen comes from tiny 
ocean plants – called phytoplankton – that live near the water’s 
surface and drift with the currents. like all plants, they photo-
synthesize – that is, they use sunlight and carbon dioxide to 
make food. a byproduct of photosynthesis is oxygen.

scientists also believe that phytoplankton contribute between 
50%-85% of the oxygen in earth’s atmosphere. they aren’t sure 
because it’s a tough thing to calculate. in the lab, scientists can 
determine how much oxygen is produced by a single phyto-
plankton cell. the hard part is figuring out the total number of these 
microscopic plants throughout earth’s oceans. phytoplankton wax 
and wane with the seasons. phytoplankton blooms happen in 
spring when there’s more available light and nutrients.

coral reef polyps feed on phytoplankton, which is the 
bedrock of the oceans food chain.  damage to the coral reef 
causes a domino effect across the entire marine eco-system. 
damage can come from a number of sources: dynamite fishing, 
dragging boat anchors, oil spills, global warming, other 
man-made catastrophes, natural disasters like typhoons, earth-
quakes, crown of thorns starfish attacks, and silt blankets from 
mountain water run-off after a rain storm.

the balance between all aspects of the oceans eco-system 
is a complex one that must be addressed carefully. protection 
for the coral reef systems around the philippines is an impor-
tant focus especially in scarborough shoal and benham rise. 
the area around benham rise is the birthplace and nursery 
for pacific bluefin tuna which population is endangered and 
possibly on the edge of extinction.

unregulated encroachment from other nations in the south 
china sea presents a hazard for our coral reefs and health of 
the marine fishing industry, as well as a security hazard for the 
philippines as a sovereign nation.

intervention from the highest levels of government will be 
required slow or stop the degradation of the philippines coral 
reefs and marine eco-systems.   

“In a matter of seconds, dynamite fishing can destroy a reef that took hundreds or thousands of years to grow.” Allison Guy / OCEANA.org Photo Credit: Richard Whitcombe / Shutterstock
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marikina city, the shoe capital of the philippines, is located by 
the banks of the marikina river and is thus regularly prone 
to flooding and is also at risk from sea level rise. marikina 

river flows into the pasig river, which ultimately flows out to manila bay. 
during the typhoon season between august and november, floodwa-
ters overflow into the riverbanks of marikina river. these floodwaters 
then disperse to the lowlands in the vicinity of marikina river.

but it is just as important to note that the cause of flooding does 
not all emanate from the rising trend of floodwaters from marikina 
alone. Floodwaters also travel downwards from the upper marikina 
ridges such as montalban, san mateo, rizal and from the sierra 
madre mountains, rodriguez, rizal.

marikina river suffers from toxins, not only on the surface but also down 
to the riverbed. it will be an impossible task to clean marikina river without 
cleansing the waste and effluents from montalban, san mateo, rizal and from 
the sierra madre mountains, rodriguez, rizal first before they flow down to 
the marikina river, and add to the pollutants on the surface and bottom of the 
marikina river brought about by the residents of surrounding lgus.

during the rainy season, flooding from marikina river can be avoided by 
taking pre-cautionary measures: enlarging the river basin of marikina river 
is one step. building higher floodwalls is another. cleaning up the riverbed 
by means of dredging its stored debris is a third step. Fourthly, making each 
and every town accountable for cleaning up the debris in their riverbank 
rather than pinpointing to other sources of debris. a fifth measure would be 
to install fines. the city needs to be charged if they don’t clean up the debris 
along their riverbank. a sixth measure would be to involve the department 
of transportation that could provide the use of public ferries in both the 
marikina river and pasig river in lieu of adding to the heavy traffic in edsa.

the building of public ferries, which if proven profitable, may entice 
the private sector to invest as well. the department of transportation 
(dotr) could also suggest beautification efforts to both the public and 
private sectors such as transforming the marikina and the pasig river-
banks into a venice of the philippines.

there are 6 major companies operating by the banks of marikina 
river. these are: the super-ferry shipping company, which owns 
and manages the ferries that ply the marikina river and pasig river; 
the marikina shoe gallery that manufactures marikina-made shoes; 
converse, a leading manufacturer of rubber shoes; the rdc riverbanks 
development corporation, which acquired 23 hectares of land on 
both sides of the marikina river; the riverbanks center, noted for 
having the most number of name brand outlet stores, a 20,000-seater 
amphitheater, and the riverbend hotel; and last but not the least, the 
coats manila bay inc., an international marikina-based company in the 
textile business. these 6 major companies by the riverbanks could each 
be assigned to clean up the river on a 1:1 ratio, where 1 company cleans 
for 1 month in a year. the remaining 6 months could be split among the 
6 lgus along the riverbanks that directly affect the marikina river such 
as: marikina, pasig city, pateros, makati, mandaluyong, and old 
manila. this arrangement could hopefully free up some resources of 
the lgus to purchase low cost sewage treatment plants for the sections 
populated by poor informal settlers.

since the marikina river and laguna bay flow into the pasig river, it is 
important to note that according to sciencing.com, human waste accounts 
for 65% of the pollution in pasig river. thus, it is of extreme importance 
and urgency to undertake the procurement of low cost sewage treatment 
plants in the identified lgus affecting the marikina river.   

Decongesting the Marikina River
by Josephine M Viray

Photo credit:  Marikina Public Information Office, 22-July-2018
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What is Ocean Noise?
by NOAA

ocean noise refers to sounds made by human activities that 
can interfere or obscure the ability of marine animals to 
hear natural sounds in the ocean.

many marine organisms rely on their ability to hear for their survival. 
sound is the most efficient means of communication underwater and 
is the primary way that many marine species gather and understand 
information about their environment. many aquatic animals use sound 
to find prey, locate mates and offspring, avoid predators, guide their 
navigation, locate habitat, and listen and communicate with each 
other. but over the last century, human activities such as shipping, 
recreational boating, and energy exploration have increased along 
coasts, offshore, and deep ocean environments.

What is the problem? sound is a fundamental component of 
habitat that many ocean animals and ecosystems have evolved to rely 
on over millions of years. it is the most efficient means of communica-
tion over distance underwater. in the last 100 years, human activity has 
increased in more coasts, further offshore, and in deep ocean environ-
ments. noise from this activity 
travels long distances under-
water, leading to increases and 
changes in ocean noise levels.

rising noise levels can 
negatively impact ocean 
animals and ecosystems in 
complex ways. higher noise 
levels can reduce the ability 
of animals to communicate 
with potential mates, group 
members, offspring, or feeding 
partners. noise can reduce an 
ocean animal's ability to hear 
environmental cues vital for 
survival, including those key to avoiding predators, finding food, 
and navigation to preferred habitats.

noaa's approach to managing ocean noise aims to reduce nega-
tive physical and behavioral impacts to trust species, as well as conserve 
the quality of acoustic habitats. in 2010, noaa committed to improving 
the tools used by the agency to manage underwater noise impacts 
more comprehensively, including to better address cumulative impacts 
to whales, dolphins, and porpoises. this commitment led to two phases:

1. phase 1: the cetsound phase develops two mapping tools, 
cetmap and soundmap, which aim to improve our ability to 
visualize cetacean density and distribution, and man-made 
underwater noise, respectively.

2. phase 2: the ocean noise strategy, identified noaa's 
long-term ocean noise management goals, and the science 
and policy mechanisms for noaa to meet those goals. this 
continues through the development and implementation of 
plans to achieve program strategy goals across the agency.

how far does sound travel in the ocean? the distance that sound 
travels in the ocean varies greatly, depending upon water tempera-
ture and pressure. water temperature and pressure determine how far 
sound travels in the ocean.

while sound moves at a much faster speed in the water than in 

air, the distance that sound waves travel is primarily dependant upon 
ocean temperature and pressure. while pressure continues to increase 
as ocean depth increases, the temperature of the ocean only decreases 
up to a certain point, after which it remains relatively stable. these 
factors have a curious effect on how sound waves travel, and how far.

whales produce sound waves that move like ripples in the 
water. as the whale’s sound waves travel through the water, their 
speed decreases with increasing depth as temperature drops, 
making sound waves refract downward.

once the sound waves reach the bottom of what is known as the 
thermocline layer, the speed of sound reaches its minimum. the ther-
mocline is a region characterized by rapid change in temperature and 
pressure, which occurs at different depths around the world. below 
the thermocline "layer," the temperature remains constant, but pres-
sure continues to increase. this causes the speed of sound to increase, 
making sound waves refract upward.

the area in the ocean where 
sound waves refract up and down 
is known as the "sound channel." 
the channeling of sound waves 
allows sound to travel thou-
sands of miles without the signal 
losing considerable energy. in 
fact, hydrophones, or underwater 
microphones, if placed at proper 
depth, can pick up whale songs 
and manmade noises far away.

unfortunately, according to 
alicia gref, in her article “ocean 
noise is so loud, humpback whales 

stop singing,” although humpback 
whales have become well-known 

for their beautiful songs, researchers have found that noise coming from 
ships is enough to make them shorten their songs, or stop singing alto-
gether. conservationists have addressed this issue at a summit held by the 
international maritime organization, where almost a dozen organiza-
tions called for slowing of ship speeds to reduce noise.

“Underwater noise from ships increases levels of stress-related 
hormones in whales, which can impact their ability to reproduce and 
impair their immune systems. Because whales and dolphins are highly 
dependent on sound to communicate, navigate, socialize, and locate 
prey, a noisy ocean is one in which their field of ‘vision’ shrinks, requiring 
whales to increase the amplitudes of their calls,” regina asmutis-silvia, 
executive director of Whale and dolphin conservation said.

not only would slowing of ships speed make the ocean quieter 
for marine mammals and reduce their stress levels, it would have the 
added benefits of reducing the risk of ship strikes, and reducing green-
house gas emissions as well.
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